Christine Beckman, University of California Irvine, calls to your attention the Call for Proposals for the 2010 OMT Division.

In Montreal, August 6-10, 2010, we would like to see PDW sessions addressing the Division's Mission of attracting, developing and serving academics and practitioners who wish to advance understanding of organizations and organizing. We would particularly like to see submissions that address the conference theme of "Dare to Care: Passions and Compassion in Management Practice and Research." PDW sessions have a very flexible structure but should have greater participant interaction than symposia in the regular program. We do not want symposium formats but want interactive formats that take advantage of the flexibility we have in the PDW program. This is an opportunity to engage in broader issues of interest to OMT members. Be adventurous! Be creative!

All submissions are to be submitted electronically at this site: http://submissions.aomonline.org /2010

The deadline for submissions is January 14th, 2010. This is the same date as regular scholarly submissions.

In your submission, you will be asked for the following information:

- The title of your session;
- Contact information for the submitter and names and affiliations of all facilitators;
- A brief (2 page) outline of the proposed session, including a statement of planned
activities, rationale for workshop, and the target audience; Innovative proposals and those that address the 2010 AOM conference theme are particularly encouraged;

- Ideal room setup and time frame; sessions are scheduled all day Friday and Saturday.